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My invention relates generally to improvements in 
filing cabinet construction and more particularly to a 
iiing case and tie clip construction which provides means 
for securing together a series of filing cases to form verti 
cal stacks, with additional means for securing the various 
stacks side to side and back to back to form an assembled 
filing cabinet. 

Variotis prior constructions of filing cabinets have 
been provided consisting cf a series of filing cases stacked 
one above another with various complicated means for 
securing said cases in stacked position. Further, such 
prior constructions have provided means for securing ad 
jacent stacks of filing cases side to side to form an 
assembled filing cabinet. 

in one such construction, spaced downwardly rear 
wardly extending flanges are formed near the rear edge 
of the bottoms thereof, with said flanges engaging in 
spaced apertures formed in the top of the filing case 
positioned therebeneath. Further, spaced apertures are 
formed in the bottoms of these filing cases spaced rear 
wardly from the front edge thereof, with said apertures 
receiving upwardly rearwardly extending flange members 
formed on the top wall of the case positioned therebe 
neath. These last mentioned flanges are merely received 
through the apertures and extend rearwardly in a hori 
zontal plane spaced upwardly from the inner surface 
f the bottom wall of the next above case, with flat key 
members or clips having spaced horizontally extending 
tabs thereon being received beneath said flanges, thereby 
securing said flanges within the confines of the case 
above. 

Stacks of these cases so secured may be further secured 
side to side to form a filing cabinet assembly by use of 
a similarly constructed clip, as used to secure the cases 
cine above another. One tab of said clip may be received 
ia cine of the upwardly rearwardly extending flange 
members formed in the top wall of each of the uppermost 
cases, with the body portion of said clip extending be 
tween said cases, that is, the tabs of the clip are engaged 
with the nearest adjacent flange members of the upper 
most adjacent cases. 
One of the principal disadvantages of these prior con 

structions is that in the manufacture of various sizes of 
filing cases, it is necessary to provide a plurality of sizes 
of tie clips for securing the cases one above the other and 
for securing the cases in side to side assembled posi 
tion. Since each tie clip engages each of two spaced 
fanges for securing the cases one above another, and 
since the clip for securing stacks of the cases side to 
side must also engage these same spaced flanges in the 
uppermost cases, it is impossible to maintain the Sarahe 
spacing between the pairs of flanges in a single case 
and the nearest adjacent flanges of adjacent cases. Thus, 
for different width cases, it is necessary to either maintain 
the spaced flanges of each single case of equal spacing, 
or else maintain the spacing between the nearest ad 
jacent flanges of adjacent cases equal, and it is therefore 
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necessary to provide at least one set of different sized 
clips for each size of filling case being manufactured. 
A further disadvantage of this type of construction is 

that the drawers of the filing cases must be removed in 
order to position the tie clips securing the various cases 
one above another, since the clip is positioned above 
the top surface of the bottom wall of each case. A 
stili further disadvantage is that since the tie clips and 
tabs thereon are flat and are received flatwise engaged 
with the upwardly rearwardly extending flanges of the 
case therebeneath, it is necessary to provide complicated 
engagement means on the body portions of these clips 
and in the tabs thereof in order to retain the clip proper iy positioned. 

It is therefore a general object of the present inven 
tion to provide a filing cabinet construction which elimi 
nates the disadvantages of prior constructions. 

It is a primary object of the present invention to pro 
vide a filing cabinet construction in which each filing 
case has means permanently positioned thereon for secur 
ing a plurality of said cases one above the other in a 
single vertical stack. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide a filing cabinet construction in which the same size 
tie clips may be used for securing stacks of the filing 
cases side to side regardless of the size of the filing cases. 

It is still a further object of the present invention to 
provide a filing cabinet construction in which the same 
size tie clips may be used for securing stacks of the 
filing cases thereof back to back regardless of the size of 
said filing cases. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide 
a filing cabinet construction in which the tie clips used 
to secure the filing cases thereof back to back serve the 
dual purpose of also securing stacks of said filing cases 
side to side. 

It is still another object of the present invention to 
provide a filing cabinet construction in which the tie 
clips thereof may be positioned at the front portions of 
the filing cases thereof for tying stacks of said cases 
side to side and which clips engage a portion of the same 
means which may be used to secure the filing cases of 
each stack one above the other. 

It is an additional object of the present invention to 
provide a filing cabinet construction in which the tie 
clips thereof may be positioned at the front portions 
of the filing cases thereof for securing stacks of said 
cases side to side, which clips when engaged with the 
front portions of said cases serve the dual purpose of 
securing the stacks of cases side to side and also form. 
front stop members engageable by the back portions of 
the filing case drawers, thereby preventing said drawers 
from being accidentally pulled completely out of said 
CaSCS. 

Finally, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide a filing cabinet construction which accomplishes 
all of the above objects in a simple manner, but yet which 
may be economically manufactured. 
These and other objects are accomplished by the parts, 

constructions, arrangements, combinations and Subcom 
binations comprising the present invention, the nature 
of which is set forth in the following general statement, 
a preferred embodiment of which-illustrative of the best 
mode of which applicant has contemplated applying the 
principles-is set forth in the following description and 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings, and which is 
particularly and distinctly pointed out and set forth in the 
appended claims forming a part hereof. 

In general terms, the improved filing cabinet construc 
tion comprising the present invention may be stated as 
including a plurality of box-like filing cases having hori 
zontally slidable drawers and being adapted to be secured 
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one above another, side by side and back to back to form 
a filing cabinet assembly. 

Each of Said filing cases is constructed with a closed 
top, bottom and sides and with a closed recessed back 
end, Further, the top and bottom, because of tha re 
cessed back end, form horizontally rearwardly extending 
flange portions at the back ends thereof. 

Still further, each case top is provided with a pair of 
Spaced front and rear apertures formed therein, with 
each of the apertures being equally spaced frcin its re 
Spective corner. A pair of spaced tabs is formed extending 
downwardly from each of the case bottoms, with said tabs 
being vertically aligned with the top front apertures of 
said case. 
An upwardly forwardly extending flange member is 

provided connected to each case top extending upwardly 
from the back edge thereof and having the forward par. 
tion thereof spaced upwardly from said top. Finally, 
single tie clips are provided, each having spaced dowr 
Wardly extending tabs formed thereon, and a connecting : 
body portion. 
To form an assembled filing cabinet, a series of the 

above described filing cases are positioned one above 
another forming at least two adjacent vertical stacks 
of said cases. These cases are positioned so that the 
bottom tabs of one case are engaged in the front apertures 
of the case positioned therebelow and with the rearwardly 
extending bottom fiange portion of said one case engaged 
with the upwardly forwardly extending flange member 
of Said case positioned therebelow. Further, the tie 
clips are engaged between adjacent sides of adjacent cases 
in said stacks, with the flanges of a first clip received in 
the nearest adjacent front apertures of adjacent cases and 
the tabs of a second clip received in the nearest adjacent 
rear apertures of said cases and with the clip body portions 
extending between said cases. 
Also the filing cabinet construction preferably includes 

double tie clips for securing stacks of the filing cases 
side by side and back to back. Each of said double clips 
is provided with a body portion having pairs of spaced 
tabs extending downwardly from either end thereof. 
These double tie clips are engaged between adjacent 

rear corners of a first pair of stacks of filing cases posi 
tioned side by side and a second pair of stacks of filing 
cases positioned side by side with the back ends thereof 
positioned adjacent the back ends of said first stacks. 
One of the tabs of each double tie clip is received in each 
of the four adjacent rear corner apertures in the tops 
of the four adjacent filing cases, thereby retaining the 
Stacks of filing cases in assembled position forming a filing 
cabinet assembly. 
When using double tie clips for securing stacks of filing 

cases both side by side and back to back, the single tie 
clips are still used to secure the front portions of adjaceit 
cases side by side, as described above. That is, the single 
tie clips are always used to secure the front portions of 
adjacent filing cases side by side, whether single or double 
clips are used at the back portions thereof. 

Further, the tabs of said single tie clips at the fron: 
portions of the filing cases extend downwardly into the 
confines of these filing cases, thereby serving the second 
purpose of forming a stop member engageable by the back 
portions of the filing case drawers, limiting the horizontal 
outward movement of said drawer back portions and pre 
venting the drawers from being accidentally pulled corn 
pletely out of the filing cases. The tabs of the tie clips 
received in the rear apertures in the filing cases, whether 
these tie clips are the Single or double construction, ex 
tend downwardly into the confines of the filing cases close 
ly adjacent the recessed rear end walls thereof so that 
these tabs do not interfere with the movement of the 
filing case drawers. 
By way of example, an embodiment of the filing cab 

inet construction comprising the present invention is il 
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4. 
hereof wherein like numerals indicate similar parts 
throughout the several views and in which: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing a Series of stacks 
of the filing case and tie clip construction of the present 
inyention mounted on a base member to form a filing 
cabinet unit; 

Fig. 2, a bottom plan view of the filing case construc 
tion of the present invention with a part thereof broken 
aWay, 

Fig. 3, a vertical section of the filing case construc 
tion locking in the direction of the arrows 3-3 in Fig. 2, 
with a part thereof broken away and with the dra Wei 
thereof shown in side relation; 

Fig. 4, a fragmentary vertical section similar to rig. 3 
showing the upper portion of one filing case and the lower 
portion of a second filing case stacked thereabove, with 
the drawer of the lower case shown in cross-section and 
pulled to its maximum outward position; 

Fig. 5, a perspective view of a single tie clip of the 
present invention for Securing stacks cf filing cases side 
by side; and 

Fig. 6, a perspective view of a double tie clip of the 
present invention for securing stacks of filing cases side 
by side and back to back. 
The filing cabinet construction comprising the present 

invention includes a filing case construction, generally 
indicated at 50, a single tie clip construction, generally 
indicated at it and a double tie clip construction, generally 
indicated at 2. The filing cases and tie clips are prefer 
ably formed from relatively thin gauge sheet steal C the 
like, and the various parts cf the filing cases are preferably 
assembled by welding or other usual fastening means. 
The filing case construction () is comprised cf a box 

like outer case member, generally indicated at E3, having 
the usual sides 54 and 15, top 6, bottom 17, and is 
preferably provided with a recessed back end 48. The 
front end 19 is preferably completely open and is prefer 
ably provided with a relatively thick spacing strip men 
ber 29 affixed to the inner Surface of the case men ber : 
abutting the open end 19 and extending rearwardly thereof 
completely around the inner perimeter of Said open end. 
The filing case construction 9 further includes a hori 

Zontally slidable drawer member, generally indicated at 
21, having the usual drawer bottom 22, front end 23, 
back end member 24 and spaced side members 25. Front 
and back end members 23 and 24 have slightly Sntaller 
outside dimensions than the inner dimensions of Spacing 
strip member 20, so that these end members may slidably 
pass through spaced strip member 20. 
The front end member 23 is preferably provided with 

the usual ring-like handle member 26 pivotally connected 
thereto and the usual card holdier 27. Further, the 
drawer bottom 22, at the back or inner end thereof, is 
provided with downwardly projecting spacer or leg means 
28, so that when the drawer 23 is telescopically received 
in the case member 3, as best seen in Fig. 3, the Spacing 
strip member 20 and the leg means 28 retain the drawer 
bottom 22 spaced upwardly from the case bottom 7, So 
that the drawer 2 is easily horizontally slidable within 
case member 13. 

Each case member top 6 is provided with spaced front 
apertures 29 and 30 and spaced rear apertures 31 and 32, 
with each of said apertures being equally spaced from its 
respective corner of the top 16. That is, front apertures 
29 and 30 are spaced rearwardly from the front edge of 
top i6, the same distance that rear apertures 3 and 32 
are spaced forwardly from the back end of top 16. Fur 
ther, apertures 29 and 31 are spaced inwardly from their 
respective side of top 6, the same distance that apertures 
30 and 32 are spaced inwardly from their respective side 
of top 16. 

Thus, as seen in Fig. 1, each case member 3 is pro 
vided with an aperture in each of the top corner portions 
thereof, so that when these filing cases are positioned side 

lustrated in the accoinpanying drawings forming a part 75 by side and back to back, as shown in Fig. 1, the aper 
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tures of each respective filing case will be an equal pre 
determined distance apart from side to side and an equal 
predetermined distance apart back to back. Further, 
these apertures may be placed in the same relative posi 
tions in reference to the front sides and backs of these fil 
ing cases despite the particular measurements of the group 
offiling cases to be manufactured. 
As before stated, it is preferred that the back end 8 

of the case member 3 is recessed so that the sides 4 and 
15, top 56 and bottom i7 thereof extend rearwardly from 
back 18, thereby preferably forming the top rearwardly 
extending fiange 33, the botton rearwardly extending 
flange 34, with similar fianges being formed at the sides 
thereof. For expediency in manufacturing, the back 3 
is formed with rearwardly extending flanges completely 
around the outer periphery thereof, so that flanges 33 and 
34, and the other flanges at the sides of the case inember 
13 are formed of double thickness, partially by the flanges 
on the back member 3 and partially by the rearwardly 
extending portions of the top 6, sides 4 and 25 and 
bottom 7. 
As best seen in Fig. 3, the location of the front aper 

tures 29 and 36 in top 5 is such that these apertures are 
formed adjacent the rear edge of spacing strip member 20. 
Further, the front surface of back member 8 is located 
adjacent the rear edge of rear apertures 35 and 32, so 
that these apertures are forwardly adjacent back 8. 
A preferably generally U-shaped cross-section back en 

gagement member 35 is preferably secured to the top 
flange 33 formed by the top 56 and the back 38 prefer 
ably by welding or other usual fastening means. Engage 
ment member 35 is preferably comprised of a lower for 
wardly extending ieg member 35, a vertically extending 
leg member 37 and a forwardly extending upper leg mem 
ber 38. 
The lower leg member 36 is positioned abutting the 

under surface of flange 33, with the inner side of leg 36 
spaced rearwardly from the back surface of back 8. 
Vertical leg member 37 is connected to the back edge of 
lower leg 36 and extends upwardly thereof to a plane 
spaced upwardly from the top surface of top ió, with 
upper leg member 38 connected to the upper end of ver 
tical leg 37 and extending forwardly thereof. 

Thus, a hook or forwardly flanged engagement member 
is formed by the vertical leg member 37 and upper ieg 
member 38 at the rear edge of top 5. Further, engage 
ment member 35 is positioned on top 5 with no portion 
of member 35 extending over the longitudinal center line 
of top 6, so that when the case members E3 are posi 
tioned back to back, as best seen in Fig. 1, the various 
engagement members 35 will not interfere with each other 
and so that only the single thickness of a vertical leg 
member 37 separates the back edges of the tops i6. 
The bottom Inember 5 of case member 3 is formed 

with spaced downwardly projecting tabs 39 and 49, which 
tabs extend downwardly in a vertical plane adjacent the 
rear edge of spacing strip member 26. Further, tabs 39 
and 40 are vertically aligned with the front apertures 29 
and 36. 

In use of the above described construction offiling case 
to form a filing cabinet comprised of a single stack of fil 
ing case members A3, these case members may be secured 
one above the other in the following manner. 
A second filing case member 3 may be secured above 

a first filing case member 3 by engaging the bottom 
flange 34 of the second case within the engagement men 
ber 35 beneath the forwardly extending upper leg 38 of 
the first case, and thereafter lowering the front portion 
of the second case downwardly until the tabs 39 and 46 
of bottom 7 are received in the front apertures 259 and 
30 of the first case. Thus, the second case is secured 
against horizontal movement in reference to the first case. 
When, however, it is necessary to form a filing cabinet 

of a series of stacks of filing case inembers i3, with said 
stacks being positioned side by side or side by Side and 
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6 
back to back, it is necessary to provide means for secur 
ing these various stacks together to form a single filing 
cabinet assembly. It is for this purpose that the single 
tie clip construction 52 and double tie clip construction 
|2 are provided. 
Single tie clip construction 31, as shown in Fig. 5, is 

preferably formed of a one piece relatively thin gauge 
metal stamping and includes a body portion 4; and spaced 
downwardly projecting tabs 42 and 43. Body portion 
4 is preferably flat having a width at least as great as 
the distance that the tabs 42 and 43 extend downwardly. 

Tatts 42, and 43 are preferably formed at one side edge 
of body portion 4; and preferably extend downwardly a 
distance greater than the combined thicknesses of top 16 
offiling case member 13, and the spacing strip member 29, 
for a purpose to be hereinafter described. Further, tabs 
4:3 and 43 are spaced horizontally from each other a dis 
tailce approximately equal to the distance between the 
nearest adjacent apertures of filing case merribers 23, 
when these case members are positioned side by side. 
Thus, when two case members are positioned side by side, 
the tabs 42 and 43 may be received in the nearest adjacent 
apertures, as shown in Fig. 1, with the body portion 4 
spanning the distance between tabs 42 and 453, and secur 
ing the filing case members 3 in side by side position. 

Double tie clip construction 2, as shown in Fig. 6, is 
comprised of a body portion 44, downwardly projecting 
front tabs 45 and 46, and downwardly projecting rear 
tabs 47 and 48. Double tie clip A2 is also preferatiy 
formed of a one piece relatively thin gauge netai stamp 
11g. 

Tabs 45 and 46 preferably extend downwardiy at the 
front edge of body porticin 44, with tabs 47 and 48 ex 
tending downwardly at the rear edge thereof. Tabs 45 
and 46 are spaced longitudinally the same distance as 
the tabs 42 and 43 of the single tie clip construction E, 
with the tabs 47 and 48 spaced rearwardly frcm tabs 
45 and 46 and also being similarly spaced longitudinally. 

Thus, tabs 45 and 46 are longitudinally aligned, as are 
tabs 47 and 48, while tabs 46 and 48 are laterally aligned, 
as are tabs 45 and 47. The lateral distance between tabs 
45 and 48, as well as between tabs 45 and 47, is sub 
stantially equal to the distance between the nearest ad 
jacent rear apertures formed in the case tops 96, when 
several case members 3 are positioned back to back. 
Further, as described in reference to the single tie clip 
construction 12, the longitudinal distance between tabs 
45 and 46 or between tabs 47 and 48 is substantially 
equal to the distance between the nearest adjacent aper 
tures formed in the case tops 6 of several filing case 
members 13 positioned side by side. 
Thus, as shown in Fig. 1, the double tie clip construc 

tion i2 may be used to secure together four stacks of 
filing case members 3 by positioning two stacks of these 
cases side by side and positioning a second pair of stacks 
back to back with the first two stacks. Thereafter, the 
double tie clip (2 may be positioned, as shown in Fig. 1, 
with each of the tabs 45, 46, 47 and 43 thereof received 
in the rear apertures in the central joining corner por 
tions of the filing case members i3. 

Further, the body portion 44 of double tie clip 2 
spans the distance between laterally aligned rear aper 
tures of filing case members positioned side by side, and 
also spans the distance between longitudinally aligned 
apertures of filing case members longitudinally aligned, 
thereby securing all four stacks of filing case members 
i3 in a unitary filing case cabinet assembly. 

Thus, when it is necessary to form a filing cabinet as 
sembly of laterally adjacent stacks of filing case members 
53, single tie clips 5 are positioned between each of the 
cases of each of the laterally adjacent stacks, both in 
the front and rear apertures, with the single tie clip 2 
received in the front apertures, with the body portion 4 
thereof extending rearwardly and with the single tie clip 
i1 received in the rear apertures, with the body portion 
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41 thereof extending forwardly. Further, these single 
tie clips 5 are so positioned in each of the tops 16 of 
each of the filing case members 13, so that the stacks 
are secured together at vertically spaced points determined 
by the height of each filing case member 13. 

Still further, when the single tie clips 11 are so posi 
tioned at any particular layer of filing case members 13, 
even though the tabs 42 and 43 of the single tie clip 1i 
are positioned in the front apertures of the filing case 
members 13, these front apertures are of sufficient size 
to also receive the downwardly extending tabs 33 and i{ 
formed on the bottom 17 of the filing case members 13, 
as best seen in Fig. 4. Additionally, as shown, when 
the filing case members 3 are so positioned, the body 
portions 41 of the single tie clips 1 are abutted by the 
bottom 17 of the filing case member 13 positioned above, 
and by the top 6 of the filing case member positioned 
therebelow, thereby retaining said tie clips firmly in proper 
position. 

Also, since the tab members 42 and 43 of the single 
tie clips extend downwardly a greater distance than 
the combined thickness of the tops 6 and spacing strip 
members 26, the lowermost edge of tabs 42 and 43 is 
spaced downwardly from the portion of spacing strip 
member 20 that is received abutting the under surface of 
top 6. Thus, as the drawer member 2i is pulled hori 
Zontally outwardly, its horizontal movement is limited by 
the upper portion of the back end member 24 engaging 
one of these tabs 42 or 43, again as illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Further, the tabs 42 and 43 of the single tie clip received 
in the rear apertures of the filing case members 3 ex 
tend downwardly closely adjacent the back ends 8, so 
that these tabs do not, in any way, interfere with the 
horizontal movement of the drawer members 21. 
When it is necessary to position additional stacks of 

filing case members 3 back to back with the first two 
stacks of these filing case members, the single tie clips 
11 are still used received in the front apertures of the 
laterally adjacent stacks, as shown in Fig. 1, but the 
double tie clips 12 are used at each of the layers of filing 
case members 3, as before described and as shown in 
Fig. 1. The tabs 45, 46, 4:7 and 48 of these double tie 
clips 12, as was the case of the single tie clips , are 
received through the rear apertures closely adjacent the 
back ends 3 of the filing case members 13, so that these 
tab members in no way interfere with the horizontai 
movement of the drawer members 25. As in the case 
of the single tie clips 1, the body portions 44 of the 
double tie clips 12 are retained abutting the tops and 
bottoms of vertically adjacent filing case members 3, 
thereby retaining the tie clips in proper assembled posi 
tion. 
When the filing case members 13 of the present in 

vention are positioned in vertical stacks to form filing 
cabinet assemblies, it is preferable to provide means posi 
tioned below the lowermost case inhember 3, in order 
to retain said lowerinost case rember spaced upwardly 
from a supporting surface, and to receive the down 
wardly extending tabs 39 and 46 positioned at the front 
portion of the case 7. Any usual stand means may be 
used for this purpose and as shown in Fig. 1, the sup 
porting stand 49 may be of box-like construction having 
apertures formed in the top surface thereof, properly 
positioned to receive said case bottom tabs. 
The principal requirement of the stand 49 is that it 

retain the loweringst case nember 3 a sufficient distance 
from a supporting surface so that the weight of the stack 
of case members 3 is not supported by the case botton 
tabs 39 and 43. Thus, as before stated, any usual stand 
means could be used such as individual leg members, front 
and rear edge supporting members or the like. 
One of the primary advantages of the filing cabinet con 

struction of the present invention is that the front aper 
tures 29 and 30 and the rear apertures 31 and 32, formed 
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8 
in the case tops 16, may be positioned the same distances 
from the corners of said tops despite the particular size 
of the filing case being manufactured. Thus, the same 
size single tie clips 11 and double tie clips 12 may be used 
for all sizes of filing cases, and it is not necessary to 
provide a different size tie clip for every different size of 
filing case being manufactured. 
A further advantage is that the tie clips 11 are re 

ceived in the same front apertures as are the tabs 39 and 
43 fornied cin the case bottoms 17. The same means, 
therefore, is engaged by the tabs on the case bottoms to 
secure the various cases one above another as is engaged 
by the tie clips securing the cases side by side. 
A still further advantage is that the same rear apertures 

of the case tops 16 may be engaged by the tabs of a 
single tie clip 11 to secure stacks of cases side by side, 
as may be engaged by the tabs of double tie clips 12 to 
secure stacks of cases both back to back and side by side. 
Thus, the filing cabinet construction of the present inven 
tion is greatly simplified from the manufacturing aspect. 

Finally, another advantage of the filing cabinet con 
struction of the present invention is that the single tie 
clips 11, positioned in the front apertures of the case tops 
6, serve the dual purpose of securing stacks of said 

cases side by side, and also form a stop member limiting 
the horizontal outward movement of the drawer mem 
bers 21, thereby preventing drawer members 21 from 
being accidentally pulled completely horizontally out of 
case members 13. This feature is provided by the tabs 
42 and 43 of the single tie clips 11 extending downwardly 
below the spacing strip member 20, so that the lower 
portions of these tabs are engageable by the back end 
members 24 of the drawer members 21, thus preventing 
further horizontal outward movement of drawer mem 
ber 21. 

Thus, the present invention provides a filing cabinet 
construction which overcomes the foregoing stated dis 
advantages of the prior constructions; in which each filing 
case has means permanently positioned thereon for se 
curing a plurality of said cases one above the other in 
a single vertical stack; in which the same size tie clips 
may be used for securing stacks of the filing cases side 
by side regardless of the size of the filing cases; in which 
the same size tie clips may be used for securing stacks 
of the filing cases thereof back to back regardless of the 
size of said filing cases; in which the tie clips used to se 
cured the filing cases thereof back to back, serve the dual 
purpose of also securing stacks of said filing cases side to 
side; in which the tie clips thereof may be positioned at 
the front portions of the filing cases thereof for tying 
stacks of said cases side to side and which clips engage 
a portion of the same means which may be used to 
secure the filing cases of each stack one above the other; 
in which the tie clips thereof may be positioned at the 
front portions of the filing cases thereof for securing 
stacks of said cases side to side, which clips when engaged 
with the front portions of said cases, serve the dual pur 
pose of securing the stack of cases side by side and also 
form front stop members engageable by the back por 
tions of the filing case drawers, thereby preventing said 
drawers from being accidentally pulled completely out of 
said cases; and which provides all of these advantages in 
a simple manner, but yet which may be economically 
nianufactured. 

In the foregoing description, certain terms have been 
used for brevity, clearness and understanding, but no un 
necessary limitations are to be implied therefrom, because 
such words are used for descriptive purposes herein and 
are intended to be broadly construed. 

Moreover, the embodiments of the improved construc 
tion illustrated and described herein are by way of exam 
ple, and the scope of the present invention is not limited 
to the exact details of construction shown. 
Having now described the invention, the construction, 
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operation and use of preferred embodiments thereof, and 
the advantageous new and useful results obtained there 
by, the new and useful construction and reasonable me 
chanical equivalents thereof, obvious to those skilled in 
the art, are set forth in the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. Filing cabinet construction including a plurality of 

box-like filing cases, each of said filing cases having a 
closed top and bottom, each of said case tops having sets 
of two spaced apertures formed therein at the front and 
rear thereof, an engagement member at the rear of said 
case tops, engagement means at the front and rear of said 
case bottoms, the bottom engagement means of one case 
engageable with certain of said top apertures and with 
said top engagement member of a case positioned there 
below and certain of said top apertures and said top en 
gagement member of said one case engageable with the 
bottom engagement means of a case positioned there 
above for securing said cases in vertical stacks, substan 
tially flat tie clips having at least two spaced downwardly 
Xtending tabs formed thereon, said tie clip tabs engage 
able with certain of said top front and rear apertures of 
certain of said filing cases despite the position of said cer 
tain filing cases in said vertical stacks with the tie clip 
extending between laterally adjacent filing cases in lat 
erally adjacent stacks for securing said filing cases side by 
side, and certain of said top apertures which are engaged 
with the bottom engagement means being certain of the 
same apertures engageable by certain of said tie clip tabs. 

2. Filing cabinet construction including a plurality of 
box-like filing cases, each of said filing cases having a 
closed top and bottom, each of said case tops having sets 
of two spaced apertures formed therein at the front and 
rear thereof, an engagement member at the rear of said 
case tops, engagement means at the front and rear of said 
case bottoms, the bottom engagement means of one case 
engageable with certain of said top apertures and with 
said top engagement member of a case positioned there 
below and certain of said top apertures and said top en 
gagement member of said one case engageable with the 
bottom engagement means of a case positioned there 
above for securing said cases in vertical stacks, Substan 
tially flat single tie clips having at least two spaced down 
wardly extending tabs formed thereon, said single tie clip 
tabs engageable with certain of said top front apertures 
of certain of said filing cases despite the position of said 
certain filing cases in said vertical stacks with said single 
tie clip extending between laterally adjacent filing cases 
in laterally adjacent stacks for securing said filing cases 
side by side, substantially flat double tie clips having 
at least four spaced downwardly extending tabs formed 
thereon, said double tie clip tabs engageable with certain 
of said top rear apertures of certain of Said filing cases 
despite the position of said certain filing cases in said 
vertical stacks with the double tie clip extending between 
laterally adjacent filing cases in a first pair of laterally 
adjacent stacks and between laterally adjacent filing cases 
in a second pair of laterally adjacent stacks positioned 
back to back with said first laterally adjacent stacks there 
by securing each of said iaterally adjacent filing cases side 
by side and back to back with said other laterally adjacent 
filing cases, and certain of said top apertures which are 
engaged with the bottom engagement means being cer 
tain of the same apertures engageable by certain of Said 
tie clip tabs. 

3. Fing cabinet construction including a plurality of 
box-like sing cases having horizontally slidable drawers 
with back portions formed thereon, each of Said filing cases 
having a closed top and bottom, engagement raeans at the 
front and rear of said case tops, engagement means at 
the front and rear of said case bottoms, the bottom en 
gagement means of one case engageable with the top en 
gagement means of a case positioned therebelow and the 
top engagement means of said one case engageable with 
the bottorn engagement ineans of a case positioned there 
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above for securing said cases in vertical stacks, tie clip 
means engageable with at least part of Said top engage 
ment means of certain of said filing cases despite the posi 
tion of said certain filing cases in said vertical stacks and 
extending between laterally adjacent filing cases in lateral 
ly adjacent stacks for securing said filing cases side by 
side, and said tie clip means extending into the confines of 
each of said certain filing cases at the front of said case 
tops and forming stop means engageable by said slidable 
drawer back portions limiting the outward movement of 
said drawers. 

4. Filing cabinet construction including a plurality of 
box-like filing cases having horizontally slidable drawers 
with back portions formed thereon, each of Said filing 
cases having a closed top and bottom, each of said case 
tops having spaced apertures formed therein at the front 
and rear thereof, an engagement member at the rear of 
said case tops, engagement means at the front and rear 
of said case bottoms, the bottom engagement means of 
one case engageable with certain of said top apertures and 
with said top engagement member of a case positioned 
therebelow and certain of said top apertures and said top 
engagement member of said one case engageable with the 
bottom engagement means of a case positioned thereabove 
for securing said cases in vertical stacks, tie clips having at 
east two spaced downwardly extending tabs formed there 
on, said tie clip tabs engageable with certain of said top 
apertures of certain of said filing cases despite the posi 
tion of said certain filing cases in said vertical stacks with 
the tie clip extending between laterally adjacent filing cases 
in laterally adjacent stacks for securing said filing cases side 
by side, and at least one of said tie clip tabs extending 
downwardly into the confines of each of said certain filing 
cases at the front of said case tops and forming a stop 
member engageable by said slidable drawer back portions 
limiting the outward movement of said drawers. 

5. Filing cabinet construction including a plurality of 
box-like filing cases having horizontally slidable drawers 
with back portions formed thereon, each of said filing 
cases having a ciosed top and bottom, each of said case 
tops having spaced apertures formed therein at the front 
and rear thereof, an engagement member at the rear of 
said case tops, engagement means at the front and rear of 
said case bottoms, the bottom engagement means of one 
case engageable with certain of said top apertures and with 
said top engagement member of a case positioned there 
below and certain of said top apertures and said top en 
gagement member of said one case engageable with the 
bottom engagement means of a case positioned thereabove 
for securing said cases in verticai stacks, Substantially flat 
single tie clips having at least two spaced downwardly ex 
tending tabs formed thereon, said single tie clip tabs en 
gageable with certain of said top front apertures of certain 
of said filing cases despite the position of said certain filing 
cases in said vertical stacks with said single tie clip extend 
ing between laterally adjacent filing cases in is terally ad 
jacent stacks for securing said filing cases side by side, at 
least one of said single tie clip tabs extending downwardly 
into the confines of each of said certain filing cases at 
the front of said case tops and forming stop members en 
gageable by said slidable drawer back portions limiting the 
outward movement of said drawers, substantially iak 
double tie clips having at least four spaced downwardly 
extending tabs formed thereon, and said double tie clip 
tabs engageable with certain of said top rear apertures of 
certain of said filing cases despite the position of said 
certain filing cases in said vertical stacks with the double 
tie clip extending between laterally adjacent filing cases 
in a first pair of laterally adjacent stacks and between 
laterally adjacent filing cases in a second pair of laterally 
adjacent stacks positioned back to back with said first later 
ally adjacent stacks thereby securing each of said laterally 
adjacent filing cases side by side and back to back with 
said other laterally adjacent filing cases. 
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6. Filing cabinet construction including a plurality of 
box-like filing cases having horizontally slidable drawers 
with back portions formed thereon, each of said filing 
cases having a closed top and bottom, each of said case 
tops having spaced laterally aligned apertures formed 
therein at the front and rear thereof, each of said front 
apertures longitudinally aligned with one of said rear aper 
tures, an engagement member connected at the rear of said 
case tops and extending upwardly thereof and forwardly, 
at least two spaced downwardly extending tabs connected 
to said case bottoms at the front thereof vertically aligned 
with said case top front apertures, rearwardly extending 
flange means connected to said case bottoms at the rear 
thereof, the bottom tabs of one case engageable in the 
top front apertures of a case positioned therebelow, the 
bottom flange means of said one case engageable with the 
engagement member of said case positioned therebelow, 
the top front apertures of said one case engageable with 
the bottom tabs of a case positioned thereabove, the en 
gagement member of Said one case engageable with the 
bottom flange of said case positioned thereabove, sub 
stantially flat tie clips having at least two spaced down 
Wardly extending tabs formed thereon, said tie clip tabs 
engageable with certain of said top apertures at the front 
and rear of certain of said filing cases despite the posi 
tion of said certain filing cases in said vertical stacks with 
the tie clips extending between laterally adjacent stacks, 
and at least one of said tie clip tabs extending downwardly 
into the confines of each of said certain filing cases at the 
front of said case tops and forming a stop member en 
gageable by said slidable drawer back portions limiting 
the outward movement of said drawers; whereby series of 
said cases may be secured in vertical stacks and cases in 
laterally adjacent stacks may be secured side by side. 

7. Filing cabinet construction including a plurality of 
box-like filing cases having horizontally slidable drawers 
With backportions formed thereon, each of said filing cases 
having a closed top and bottom, each of said case tops hav 
ing sets of two spaced laterally aligned apertures formed 
therein at the front and rear thereof, each of said front 
apertures longitudinally aligned with one of said rear 
apertures, an engagement member connected at the rear 
of said case tops and extending upwardly thereof and for 
Wardly, at least two spaced downwardly extending tabs 
connected to said case bottoms at the front thereof ver 
tically aligned with said case top front apertures, rear 
Wardly extending flange means connected to said case bot 
tons at the rear thereof, the bottom tabs of one case en 
gageable in the top front apertures of a case positio;ed 
therebelow, the bottom flange means of said one case en 
gageable with the engagement member of said case posi 
tioned therebelow, the top front apertures of said one 
case engageable with the bottom tabs of a case positioned 
thereabove, the engagement member of said one case en 
gageable with the bottom flange of said case positioned 
thereabove, substantially flat single tie clips having at 
least two spaced downwardly extending tabs formed there 
on, said single tie clip tabs engageable with certain of 
said top front apertures of certain of said filing cases de 
spite the position of said certain filing cases in said ver 
tical stacks with said single tie clip extending between 
laterally adjacent filing cases in laterally adjacent stacks 
for securing said filing cases side by side, said top front 
apertures engaged by the single tie clip tabs being certain 
of the same apertures engaged with the case bottom tabs, 
at least one of said single tie clip tabs extending down 
wardly into the confines of each of said certain filing cases 
at the front of said case tops and forming a stop member 
engageable by said slidable drawer back portions limiting 
the outward movement of said drawers, Substantially flat 
double tie clips having at least four spaced downwardly 
extending tabs formed thereon, and said double tie clip 
tabs engageable with certain of said top rear apertures of 
certain of said filing cases despite the position of said 
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12 
certain filing cases in said vertical stacks with the double 
tie clip extending between laterally adjacent filing cases 
in a first pair of laterally adjacent stacks and between 
laterally adjacent filing cases in a second pair of laterally 
adjacent stacks positioned back to back with said first 
laterally adjacent stacks thereby securing each of said 
laterally adjacent filing cases side by side and back to 
back with said other laterally adjacent filing cases. 

8. Filing cabinet construction including a plurality of 
box-like filing cases, each of said filing cases having a 
closed top and bottom, first engagement means at the 
front and rear of said case tops, second engagement means 
at the front and rear of Said case bottoms, one of said 
first and second engagement means including sets of two 
Spaced a pertures formed at the front and rear of the 
filing cases, the other of said first and second engagement 
means including at least two spaced vertically extending 
tabs connected to the cases at the front thereof and ex 
tending therefrom vertically aligned with said one engage 
Inent means front apertures, the bottom engagement meals 
of one case engageable with the top engagement means 
of a case positioned therebelow with case-spaced tabs be 
ing received by and engaging in front apertures, and the 
top engagement means of said case engageable with 
the bottom engagement means of a case positioned there 
above with case-spaced tabs being received by and en 
gaging in front apertures for securing said cases in vertical 
stacks, substantially fiat tie clips having at least two spaced 
vertically extending tabs formed thereon, said tie clip tabs 
being received by and engageable in certain of said one 
engagement means apertures of certain of said filing cases 
despite the position of Said certain filing cases in said 
vertical stacks and the tie clips extending between laterally 
adjacent filing cases in laterally adjacent stacks for se 
curing said filing cases side by side, and certain of Said one 
engagement means front apertures which are engaged 
with the other engagement means vertically extending tabs 
being certain of the same apertures receiving said tie clip 
tabs. 

9. Filing cabinet construction as defined in claim 8 
in which said one engagement means front apertures are 
laterally aligned and the Fear apertures are laterally 
aligned; and in which each of said one engagement means 
front apertures are longitudinally aligned with one cf said 
rear apertures. 

10. Filing cabinet construction including a plurality of 
box-like filing cases, each of said filing cases having a 
closed top and bottom, first engagement means at the 
front and rear of said case tops, second engagement means 
at the front and rear of said case bottoms, one of said first 
and second engagement means including sets of two spaced 
apertures formed at the front and rear of the filing cases, 
the other of said first and second engagement raeans in 
cluding at least two spaced vertically extending tabs con 
nected to the cases at the front thereof and extending there 
from vertically aligned with Said one engagement means 
front apertures, the bottom engagement means of one case 
engageable with the top engagement means of a case posi 
tioned therebelow with case-spaced tabs being received by 
and engaging in front apertures and the top engagement 
means of said one case engageable with the bottom en 
gagement means of a case positioned thereabove with case 
spaced tabs being received by and engaging in front aper 
tures for Securing said cases in vertical stacks, substantial 
ly flat single tie clips having at least two spaced vertically 
extending tabs formed thereon, said single tie clip tabs be 
ing received by and engageable in certain of Said one en 
gagement means front apertures of certain of Said filing 
cases despite the position of said certain filing cases in 
said vertical stacks with said single tie clips extending be 
tween laterally adjacent filing cases in laterally adjacent 
stacks for securing said filing cases side by side, Substan 
tially flat double tie clips having at least four spaced ver 

75 tically extending tabs formed thereon, said double tie clip 
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tabs being received by and engageable in certain of said 
one engagement means rear apertures of certain of said 
filing cases despite the position of said certain filing cases 
in said vertical stacks with the double tie clips extending 
between laterally adjacent filing cases in a first pair of 
laterally adjacent stacks and between laterally adjacent 
filing cases in a second pair of laterally adjacent stacks 
positioned back to back with said first laterally adjacent 
stacks thereby securing each of said laterally adjacent 
filing cases side by side and back to back with said other 
laterally adjacent filing cases, and certain of Said one en 
gagement means front apertures which are engaged with 
the other engagement means vertically extending tabs 
being certain of the same apertures receiving said single 
tie clip tabs. 

11. Filing cabinet construction as defined in claim 
10 in which said one engagement means front aper 
tures are laterally aligned and the rear apertures are 
laterally aligned; and in which each of said one engage 
ment means front apertures are longitudinally aligned 
with one of said rear apertures. 

12. Filing cabinet construction including a plurality of 
box-like filing cases having horizontally slidable drawers 
with backportions formed thereon, each of said filing cases 
having a closed top and bottom, first engagement means 
at the front and rear of said case tops, second engagement 
means at the front and rear of said case bottoms, said 
first engagement means including spaced apertures formed 
at the front and rear of the filing case tops, said second en 
gagement means including at least two spaced downward 
ly extending tabs connected to said case bottoms at the 
fronts thereof vertically aligned with said case top front 
apertures, the bottom tabs of one case being received by 
and engaging in the top front apertures of a case posi 
tioned therebelow, the top front apertures of said one case 
receiving the bottom tabs of a case positioned thereabove, 
substantially flat tie clips having at least two spaced down 
wardly extending tabs formed thereon, said tie clip tabs 
being received by and engageable in certain of said top 
apertures at the front and rear of certain of said filing 
cases despite the position of said certain filing cases in 
said vertical stacks with the tie clips extending between 
laterally adjacent stacks, and at least one of said tie clip 
tabs extending downwardly into the confines of each of 
said certain filing cases at the front of said case tops and 
forming a stop member engageable by said slidable draw 
er back positions limiting the outward movement of said 
drawers; whereby series of said cases may be secured in 
vertical stacks and cases in laterally adjacent stacks may 
be secured side by side. 

13. Filing cabinet construction including a plurality of 
box-like filing cases having horizontally slidable drawers 
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14 
with backportions formed thereon, each of said filing cases 
having a closed top and bottom, first engagement means 
at the front and rear of said case tops, second engagement 
means at the front and rear of said case bottoms, said first 
engagement means including spaced laterally aligned aper 
tures formed at the front and rear of the filing case tops, 
each of said front apertures longitudinally aligned with 
one of Said rear apertures, said second engagement means 
including at least two spaced downwardly extending tabs 
connected to the case bottoms at the fronts thereof and ex 
tending therefrom vertically aligned with said top front 
apertures, the bottom tabs of one case being received by 
and engaging in the top front apertures of a case positioned 
therebelow, the top front apertures of said one case re 
ceiving the bottom tabs of a case positioned thereabove, 
Substantially flat single tie clips having at least two spaced 
downwardly extending tabs formed thereon, said single 
tie clip tabs being received by and engaging in certain of 
said top front apertures of certain of said filing cases 
despite the position of said certain filing cases in said 
vertical stacks with said single tie clips extending between 
laterally adjacent filing cases in laterally adjacent stacks 
for securing said filing cases side by side, at least one of 
said single tie clip tabs extending downwardly into the 
confines of each of said certain filing cases at the front of 
said case tops and forming a stop member engageable 
with said slidable drawer back portions limiting the out 
ward movement of said drawers, substantially flat double 
tie clips having at least four spaced downwardly extend 
ing tabs formed thereon, and said double tie clip tabs be 
ing received by and engaging in certain of said top rear 
apertures of certain of said filing cases despite the posi 
tion of said certain filing cases in said vertical stacks with 
the double tie clips extending between laterally adjacent 
filing cases in a first pair of laterally adjacent stacks and 
between laterally adjacent filing cases in a second pair 
of laterally adjacent stacks positioned back to back with 
said first laterally adjacent stacks thereby securing each 
of said laterally adjacent filing cases side by side and 
back to back with said other laterally adjacent filing 
CaSCS 
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